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ABSTRACT

With the growing popularity af entrepreneurship, colleges and universities dre scrombling to
occommodate the increasing need for entrepreneuriol education. This research pdper takes on
in-depth look at the characteristics of entrepreneury the methods educotionol institutions ore
using to teach them, ond the curriculum used to prepare them. I will explore to see if there are
common methods used in entrepreneurisl educatian snd will create o curriculum thot will strive
to help aspiring entrepreneurs be successful. I will also explore leadership theories thot
incorporate the characterrstr'cs of on entrepreneur. All this will help identify key elements
ossociated with entrepreneurs and thus ossrst in the development of o successful educat[onal

progrom to better prepore them for the entrepreneurial world.
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Introduction
In a time of economic uncertainty, people are looking at themselves to determine

their future. They are considering the possibility of becoming an entrepreneur. They might
want to be in charge of their own destiny instead of Ietting others be in charge of it. Is it the
"American Dream" they seek, or is it just the peace of mind of knowing that they are in full
control of their own life? Shinnar, Pruett, and Toney (2009) refer to the 2001 U.S. Small
Business Administration statistic that states, "Small businesses represenl99.7% of al!

employer firms in North America and two thirds of all college graduates tend to become
entrepreneurs at some point in their careers" (p. 152). Today many are seeking to learn to
become entrepreneurs. ln essence, many are already entrepreneurs; they just do not know

it. With the vast amount of interest on the subject of entrepreneurs, many educational

institutions are offering courses and even degrees on the subject. Goodwyn (2009) cites
Syracuse University entrepreneurship professor Michael Morris who writes,

"Entrepreneurship is the most empowering, the most democratic, the most freedom

-

creating phenomenon in the history of the human race" (p.2). This is a fundamental reason
why entrepreneurial studies are so intriguing and the most difficult to teach. The ambiguity
of the subject is one reason why the teaching and studying of entrepreneurship is difficult.
This research paper focuses on the study of entrepreneurs, the methods used to teach

entrepreneurs and how teaching entrepreneurs compares to the skills needed to survive as an
entrepreneur. The subject of entrepreneurship has gained popularity in the educational world,
and many colleges and universities, such as Harvard Business School, University of Phoenix, and
Grand Canyon University, are offering it as a minor or major in their curriculum. lt is the goal of
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the research paper to determine whether or not these institutions are preparing the students
for the entrepreneurial world. Being an entrepreneur is often associated with starting or
running one's own business. Identifying characteristics of an entrepreneurwill help in defining
entrepreneurs and thus will be a key factor in the teaching of entrepreneurs.

Methodology
The scope of this research will begin with a working definition of an entrepreneur
coupled with characteristics he/she possesses or displays. It must be noted that these
characteristics are not the only ones associated with entrepreneurs. The ones chosen for this
research are the characteristics that seem helpful and most common. This research paper will
be organized in the following manner. lt will explore whether or not colleges and universities

are preparing people adequately for becoming successful entrepreneurs. lf not, how can it be

fixed? !t willfocus on characteristics and skills needed to be a successful entrepreneur. The
characteristics of an entrepreneur are explored so they can be used to assist in reviewing and

improving the teaching model. This paper will analyze essential elements that should be
considered in every course and develop a method of teaching entrepreneurs. The paper will
also document travel to St. Mary's University of Minnesota in Winona, Minnesota,

first hand their entrepreneurial store called Cardinal Corner. This research
say

is

to observe

not intended to

who is wrong or right in the teaching of entrepreneurs, nor is it designed to give a "one size

fits all" definition of the characteristics of an entrepreneur. lt is designed to assist in the future
development of a curriculum of entrepreneurship. This will be accomplished by examining
various colleges' and universities' curriculums on entrepreneurship and comparing those

curriculums to how researchers suggest we should teach entrepreneurs. This study will also
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review suggested methods proposed by scholars on how entrepreneurship should be taught.
The goal of this research is to design a course curriculum that can be used to prepare people to
become successful entrepreneurs and to separate myth from reality about this subject. The

methods used to teach the courses will also be explored. Teaching entrepreneurs can involve

a

different teaching style from the normal way of teaching. Due to their characteristics,
entrepreneurs might be best taught with a personalized approach. Shinnar, Pruett, and Toney
(2009) suggest a teaching style that should include allowing the student to become more hands

on and fast paced in order to help the entrepreneur reach their goals of bringing their ideas to
reality. This paper will focus on the relevance of the course work in relation to what is needed

to produce successful entrepreneurs. This relevance will be examined through the perspectives
of an entrepreneur, educators of entrepreneurs, and advisors or consultants to entrepreneurs.
This relevance will be broken down into three areas of analysis. The first is what is being taught
in the curriculum; the second is the method by which it is being taught, i.e. lectures, textbook,

hands on, etc.; and the third isthe evaluation of the program itself. ln orderto explore this

topic, the focus must be on what type of leader best describes entrepreneurs. Some suggest
authentic and servant leadership styles are synonymous with entrepreneurs.

Literature Review
History and Development of Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship dates back thousands of years, but the development and the study of
entrepreneurship came into existence during the 1940s when faculty at the Harvard Business
School researched entrepreneurs. Jones and Wadhwani (2006) insisted that the study of

entrepreneurship quickly phased out when the school shifted to corporations. Landes (1949)
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concludes that the development of entrepreneurial activity was derived from cultural factors,
values, and social attitudes. Weiner (1981) and Hannah (1984) attribute economic decline as

a

key factor in the rise in entrepreneurship. Klandt and Volkmann (2006) note that the first

recorded course on entrepreneurship was taught at Babson College in 1-957 and that in the
1970s only sixteen courses were offered on the subject of entrepreneurship. By 2005, that

number had blossomed to over 1000 courses. The common theme in the study of
entrepreneurship is that entrepreneurs evolve from an effort to make a difference in society,
helping others, and taking risk during economic uncertainty. This is why an emergence of

entrepreneurship in second and third world countries has been seen. The curriculum used in
entrepreneurship studies should include the study of past and present entrepreneurs. That
inclusion will help explore the proper tools needed to become a successful entrepreneur. The

tools that are recommended by existing and past entrepreneurs will help put the focus on the
materials needed to build thefoundation of a successful entrepreneur. Atthe end of this
research, a curriculum will be designed that will greatly benefit aspiring entrepreneurs and

intrapreneurs. (An intrapreneur is an entrepreneur working within an organization.) ln order to
prepare entrepreneurs, what topics will need to be explored? A few examples of topics that
should be explored include salesmanship, negotiations, creative thinking, organizational

thought, some accounting, and business ethics. ln order to understand entrepreneurs, common
ground for the definition must be found. According to Fisher and Koch (2008), the word
entrepreneur means someone who "organizes and assumes risk" (p.5).They go on to note that
the word was first used by the eighteenth century economist Richard Cantillon. The
construction of the word according to Fisher and Koch (2008) was based upon the French verb,
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entreprendre, meaning, "to undertake" (p.5).Parks (2007) defines an entrepreneur as a
salesperson, artist, problem solver, negotiator, teacher, and coach. Drucker (L985) defines

entrepreneur as "one who always searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as an

opportunity" (p.a56). When discussing entrepreneurs in an educational setting, Silva and
Carvalho (2009) describe entrepreneur qualities as "creativity, teamwork, innovation, and

communication skills."(p. 73). Parks (2007) insists that entrepreneurs have to be salespeople
and that their main job is selling. Shane and Venkataraman (2000) describe entrepreneurs as
people who are creative, innovative, risk-takers, and have the need for achievement. Fisher and
Koch (2008) identify entrepreneurs as people who are "more optimistic, extroverted, energetic,

self-confident, and visionary than the typical person and, critically, willing to take more risks (p.
1-).

Costa and McCrae (1992) define the entrepreneur's human personality dimensions as

"openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, and willing to achieve"
(p.s).

Characteristics of Entrepreneurs
There is much authoritative speculation and some empirical evidence focused on the
ongoing debate about whether entrepreneurial characteristics are hereditary or learned.
According to Lautenschlager and Haase (2011) many characteristics of an entrepreneur are
believed to be "inborn" and that the ability to teach people to be entrepreneurs may be

limited. Can entrepreneurs be taught, made, or are they born? Fisher and Koch (2008) seem to
agree with the idea that entrepreneurs are born, not made. Avolio, Walumbwa, and Weber
(2009) suggest "30 percent of the leadership style was accounted for by heritability" (p.a25).

Whitford (2010) disagrees with this assessment and expounds on the fact that
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entrepreneurship is "all about learningthrough experience" {p.64}. Nicolaou and Shane (20L0}
conducted genetic research in which they sampled 870 twins found that the tendency to
become an entrepreneur is partially genetic. The debate can rage forward, but the true insight

on whether or not people can be taught to be entrepreneurs, lies within the realm of possibility
and history. People may possess a characteristic that is either learned or hereditary, but that
still does not guarantee they will become successful entrepreneurs. Nicolaou and Shane (2010)
connect the research of genetics with one tendency of an entrepreneur, namely being self

employed. They found that "... genetic factors merely predispose some people to choose these
occupations. Entrepreneurship and occupational choice are not hard-wired patterns of
behavior, and environmental factors accCIunt for most of the variance in these variables. That

is,

genetic factors matter, but only in a probabilistic sense, and they matter less than

environmental factors" (p.12). Harkema and Schout (2008) state, "An entrepreneur is more of

a

talent or an innate aspect than a competence that can be acquired" (p.514). To explain this
further, one needs to look atthe driving force of an entrepreneur. Shinnar, Pruett, andToney
(2009) analyze what motivates people to be entrepreneurs. In their study, the two top

motivators are "implementation of their own ideas and personal independence."

lsthere one key characteristic that is evident in all entrepreneurs? Campbell (L9771
suggests that when one allows the mind

to be open to creativity, it enables a person to explore

areas that inevitably capture the beginnings of an entrepreneurial spirit, "the idea". Campbell

walks through the idea generation and explains the importance of dealing with anxieties
associated with this process. Hyde (1983) also discusses the importance of being creative but
takes it one step further and discusses the "labor of gratitude" and the importance of giving
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back to the community in which you have received the chance

to be successful. Hyde (1983)

explains that gratitude is a very important part of leadership, and leadership is an important

part of being a successful entrepreneur. People do not like to follow ungrateful people.
Characteristics such as risk taking, self-confidence, balance, independence, and creativity are
seen in the development of entrepreneurial spirit and should be considered when trying to
teach future entrepreneurs. The research will continue by establishing key characteristics of

the entrepreneurs and attempting to try to understand how they think. These findings will
enable the formation of a curriculum to teach them. Another key entrepreneurial characteristic

that

is

often mentioned is the ability to tolerate risk. Although agreement on a definition for

entrepreneurs or a description of their character may not be reached, common words used by
scholars can be examined to describe entrepreneurs. The most common words found are risk
takers, control of oneself, multi-taskers, innovators, and creative thinkers. Everyone has to
make Iife decisions on one occasion or another. How one makes decisions can be based on
many underlying factors. Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa (1999) provide the researcher with an

in-depth look at how people make decisions; they conclude that how one copes with risk and
how one assesses the data determine his/her ability to make decisions. An entrepreneur has to
make these decisions based on experience, knowledge, or "gut feeling". lt is imperative that the
person makingthese decisions has a good grasp on all these areas and has a good

understanding of their ethics and morals. The relationship between risk takers, ethics, and

morality is best described by Weiss (2002) who links leadership with values. Weiss contends

that if decisions are not based on good ethic or moral guidelines, then the decision-maker risks
the possibility of developing a medical condition that can throw the whole decision making
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process into a devastating tailspin. Acs and Audretsch (2003) give more evidence of this theory
by referring to a hypothesis that "Religions that stress freedom of conscience and the subduing

of nature are most likely to sustain entrepreneurship" (p. 237). Kirby (1984) points to
Protestantism and Quakerism as two religions that promote entrepreneurial behavior.
According to Acs and Audretsch (2003), morality and ethics shown by an entrepreneur who is

the leader can provide a corporate culture of moral manipulation that can result in internal
monitoring of oneself that can be a complement to or replacement for external monitoring of
the employee. Casson (1995) expands on this by pointing out that "owners of firms may
encourage employees to punish themselves emotionalty by lack of effort" (p. 237).

While researching this aspect of entrepreneurial decision making regarding risk taking, it
was found that confidence can play a key role. Confidence helps the entrepreneur obtain

a

stable equilibrium. Wheatley (2006) explains the importance of striving for equilibrium and

control. In order to be an effective leader, one must do so while having a stable foundation
from which to lead. The foundation should include, but not be limited to, ethics, honesty, and
values. This foundation, along with experience and knowledge, makes it easier for an

entrepreneur to make creative decisions. Klein (2003) takes a pragmatic approach to decisionmaking while showing us how to make tough choices. An entrepreneur's ability to take risks has
a direct correlation to decision-making. How entrepreneurs size up a situation and how they

manage uncertainty play key roles in their decision-making process. Klein (2003) explores this
area and gives a case study on the effects of molding intuition. Molding intuition is the feeling
an entrepreneur might have when making decisions and it comes from experience. When one

explores in depth the ingredients needed to make such decisions, one can better understand
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the reason certain decisions are made and why some people can make them while others
cannot.
Associated with risk is the depth or scope of one's involvement. When an entrepreneur
uses his/her own money on a venture, he/she may be more likely to make a decision differently

from a business person who uses others' money. This area should be researched more closely
in order to distinguish the difference between an entrepreneur's and a business person's
decision making process and risk taking. This area is crucial to determining the difference

between the behaviors of an entrepreneur and a business person. A person's decision making
process and risk taking levels seem to stem from this area of concern. The correlation between

the tolerance of risk and the amount of money used and where it came from has a direct
impact on the level of risk taken by entrepreneurs. Collins (2001) examines many companies

that have made it from being good to great and gives insights

as

to why they differ. A

comparison and contrast of the characteristics will help us understand some of the keysto
being an entrepreneur. Understandingwhere one has been can give one a better

understanding of where one is going. Everyone makes decisions, and everyone takes risks. The
level of tolerance for risk taking can be different. This may be a reason why some people are

entrepreneurs and why some are not. How a person handles taking risks can have a major
influence on his/her ability to make decisions. Do entrepreneurs want to lead or be led? Do

they have the ability to take risk? Are they willing to travel down that road even if it is less
traveled? Now that some key characteristics of entrepreneurs as risk takers have been defined,
let's explore the true intent.
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Most people do not thrive on risk nor do they seek it out. True entrepreneurs minimize
risk so it is tolerable. According to Whitford (2010), Gregg Fairbrothers (owner of Dartmouth

Entrepreneurial Network) calls it "de-risking" of the idea. This is where well-prepared and well-

thought out ideas become reality. This is where the people who have these ideas become
entrepreneurs. This is the key to becoming a truly successful entrepreneur. Whitford (2010)
contends that it is about learning your market, your customers, and your competition. This is

contrary to Fried and Hansson {2010) who insist tracking your competition is a waste of good
energy. Risk taking coupled with other key characteristics such as ethics and morals allow the
entrepreneur to have well rounded diverse abilities that will allow him/her to survive in the
entrepreneurial world. The moral direction, which one needs to navigate through life, should
include ethics. Entrepreneurs who are successful and continue to be successful hold a defining
notion to make a difference. They instill the belief that they are making a difference or can
make a difference. Are all entrepreneurs moral or ethical? The answer lies within each person.
The true entrepreneur has the civic duty

to be ethical, and the level of leadership effectiveness

may be measured one's ability to be ethical and empathetic towards others. Ranis (1955) and
Hirschmeier (1964) believed that the evolution of entrepreneurship came while entrepreneurs
helped others and considered the national interest before all else. Thomas Edison, Benjamin
Franklin, and Henry Ford, are examples of this evolution. Gill (2006) explores the importance of

empathy and the importance of understanding. It is essentia! to have empathy and emotional
intelligence when making key decisions. Gill (2006) expands on this by saying, "The ability to
understand other people, display empathy, recognize individual differences, and interact
effectively allows one to better manage them" (p.73). Emotional intelligence does not come
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from books but rather from experience. Gill (2006) explains that the conceptual definition of
empathy includes compassion toward and understanding of others. Collins (200L) provides case
studies that identify key characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. Gill (2006) explains the

theories that are behind effective leadership. KIein (2003) and Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa
(1999) examine the methods of making key decisions. How people make decisions can

determine the leve! of risk one is willing to take. The risk taking aspect is a key ingredient to
becom ing an entrepreneu r.
Risk taking is elaborated

further by identifying three essential areas of entrepreneurial

thought: the idea (this is where creativity is essential), establishment of a goal, and
implementing an idea to reach the goal (this is where risk tolerance comes into play). Carland
and Carland (2010) expand on this by suggesting that curriculum design for entrepreneurship

education should include the creation, growth, and honesty process. These profile tools will
provide a pattern that will aid in understanding which characteristics contribute to successful
entrepreneurs. As data was collected, it became evidentthat risktaking

is

just one

characteristic needed to succeed in business. Asking the entrepreneur what characteristics
he/she felt were needed to be a successful entrepreneur allows a person to leave bias out of

the questioning and to understand the scope of the characteristics and their importance to
SUCCESS.

Entrepreneurs as Authentic leaders
According to George (2006), "To be effective leaders of people, authentic leaders must

first discover the purpose of their leadership" {p. 3). George wrote "The test of authentic
leaders'values is not what they say but how they act under pressure. "lf leaders aren't true to

Augsburg College Ubrary
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the values they profess, the trust is broken and not easily regained" (p. 3). Champy (2009)
extends this thought by saying, "Principles of authenticity include openness, a willingness to be

transparent, delivery on most promises, and knowing their own principles" (p. a3).
Authentic leaders are open and express to others who they are, because they know
what their moral and ethical standards are, and they are not afraid to express them. Avolio and
Luthens (2003) state, "When setting high moral and ethical standards for themselves and

others, authentic leaders take a future-oriented stance and exhibit the capacity for moral
reasoning" (p" 2a6). The moral aspect is one of the main focal points of authentic leadership
theory. Thus, failure of authenticity happens when morality is lost. Novicevic, Harvey, Buckley,
Evans, and Brown (2006) note, "Failure of authenticity reflects the moral deterioration of

executive leadership" (p. 70). Barnard (1938) writes "Moral deterioration becomes visible as
inauthentic behavior via deliberate withdrawal, accompanied by the "development of an ability

to avoid conflicts, known as keeping out of trouble, avoiding temptation, or avoidance of
responsibility" (p. 278). Another indication of an authentic leader is one who leads from the
heart, has a sense of where things need to go and a true passion for moving in that direction.
George (2004) notes, "Becoming an authentic leader involves many years of hard work, some
pain and suffering, and the wisdom that comes from experiencing life at its fullest" (p. 35).
Examining authentic leadership, the views of Terry (1993) must be considered. He
describes authentic leadership through the use of his Action Wheel. In this model, he describes
mission, meaning, existence, resources, structure and power. As Terry notes "The value of

a

mission is judged by the significance of its related meaning" (p. 8a). He defined mission as "a

direction term, that toward which human action moves" (p. 59). He stated, "All are significant
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in scope and seriousness. They all reach outward and expand the focus of activity; they all

require energy and commitment" (p. 70). This is why one key characteristic of an entrepreneur
is good health and

the maintenance of good health. Terry based this theory on the concept that

leadership means action, that it has always been considered a form of action. Terry Iinked
mission as one of the features of action. Most entrepreneurs are on a mission and a key

characteristic of an entrepreneur is good health. Many of the same characteristics of an
authentic leadership parallel the characteristics of an entrepreneur. Goethals, Sorenson and
Burns (2004) believe that authentic leaders have the characteristics of being genuine, worthy of

trust, reliance, and that they are people who lead with purpose, value, and integrity. As a part
of entrepreneurship education, Carland and Carland (2010) insist that as a part of the growth
process, ethics and vision need to evolve. Here is the direct parallel of the characteristics of an

entrepreneur and authentic leader. Other key characteristics of an entrepreneur that mirror
authentic leaders include being true to values, a balanced Iife between work and family, a clear
path and vision, and a knack for bringing people together. They live life to the fullest and have

a

clear understanding of themselves. Baum, Frese, and Baron (2007) expand by listing vision as

one of the entrepreneur's main goals. Carsrud and Brannback (2007) Iist being a visionaryas

a

strong personal characteristic of an entrepreneur. Ethics is another characteristic that is quite
evident in successful entrepreneurs. Kuratko (2007) explains that people are more willing to

follow ethical leaders than unethical leaders. With this being observed Roomi and Harrison (nd)
believe ethics should be a part of the entrepreneur's curriculum.
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Entrepreneurs as Servant Leaders
Entrepreneurs are also servant leaders. Krass {1997) quotes Sam Walton as saying,
"Remain a corporation and retain control if you like, but behave as a servant leader in a

partnership. Encourage your associates to hold a stake in the company" (p.2271. Walton was
referring to one of the ten rules to running a successful company. Krass (1997) lists Sam
Walton's ten rules that worked for him:

1.

Commit to your business.

2. Share your profits with your associates and treat them as partners.
3.

Motivate your partners.

4.

Communicate everything you possibly can to your paftners.

5.

Appreciate everything your associates do for the business.

6.

Celebrate your successes.

7.

Listen to everyone in your company and figure out a way to get them talking.

8.

Exceed your customer expectations.

9.

Control your expenses better than your competition.

10. Swim upstream. (p.226).

Entrepreneurs need followers and they need to sell themselves. ln order to help in this
venture, they need to be of a serving nature. Serving others is a gratifying and appreciated trait

that many entrepreneurs should possess. Gill (2006) states, "The ability ordesire to serve the
needs of other people is usually why leaders emerge" (p. 40). Many entrepreneurs are leaders
Leaders need followers, and people follow leaders because there is trust built up among the

leader and the follower.
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Findings
Study of Methods used to teach entrepreneurs

ln reality, the two leadership traits that go hand in hand are authentic leadership and
servant leadership. Both are crucial traits for an entrepreneur to emerge as a successful leader.

Thesetraits should be considered a part of the curriculum in teaching entrepreneurs.By
understanding the traits of an entrepreneur, faculties become better prepared to establish
effective methods of teaching entrepreneurs. Harkema and Schout (2008) state that
"entrepreneurs can certainly be taught, but it depends largely on the pedagogical approach and

the context in which teaching and learningtakes place" (p.514). Borgia and Segal {L999) concur
because they state that entrepreneurs need to be able

to deal with

a variety of people. What is

the pedagogical approach? The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards {1998)
defines it as follows:

(onlenl pedagogy refers to the peclagogical (teaching) skills
teachers use lo impart lhe specialized knowledge/c:ontenl of their
subjecl area(s). lffictive leachers tlisplay a wide range af'skills
and abilities that lead to crealing a learning environment where all
students.feel comJortable and are sure that they can succeed both
academically and personally. {his complex comhination of'skills
and ahilities is integrated in the pro/bssional :eaching standards
that also include essenlial knowledge, di,spositions, and
commitments that allow educators to practice at a high level. www,
Intime.uni.edu.

What teaching method is best suited for teaching people with these types of
characteristics? According to Harkema and Schout {2008), the two basic learning approaches

explored are lnstruction-based learning versus a learner-centered approach. Harkema and
Schout (2008) state that lnstruction- based learning deals with the method that is concerned

with the transfer of knowledge and that the teachers are more focused on the transfer of
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knowledge rather than if the student is comprehending or processing information. This works
well when teaching an absolute such as mathematics. According to Harkema and Schout (2008)
and McCombs (1997), learner-centered approach focuses on the students' ability to learn, their
perspectives, talents, capabilities, and needs.
McCombs and Whisler (1997) explain that the learner-centered approach gives the

student a sense of ownership and control overthe learning process. This method of teaching
works well when the outcome has many variables or solutions. Fisher and Koch (2008) explain

that entrepreneurs easily get bored, are extroverts, like to be in charge, and have an abundance
of energy. They also maintain that it only makes sense those institutions which teach
entrepreneurs by lectures and do not make them the center of the learning process, are
doomed to fail in their teaching. Harkema and Schout {2008) reference McCombs (1997) who
emphasizes that the learner-center approach focuses on the students' experiences,
backgrounds, perspectives, capabilities, and needs. Harkema and Schout (2008) also explain the

importance of making the person learning to become an entrepreneur the center of the
teaching program. Research, education, and environment revolve around the entrepreneur.
Hampden-Turner (2010) associates entrepreneurs with innovation and stresses that the
teaching models should reflect this. "Genuine innovation requires us not to just listen and
absorb, but to select, convince ourselves and act" (p. 77)" Hampden-Turner (2010) stresses the
importance that teachers understand that entrepreneurs do not stay on the straight and
narrow career path but rather continue to renew and reinvent themselves. Mendenhall et al.
(2006) explain that learner-center approach allows the teaching methods to focus on real world
instead of simulation, thus allowing the "show me" instead of "tell me" approach. Klandt and
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Volkmann (2006) state that suitable teaching methods should include learning by doing and
Iearning in an informal and a flexible environment, where mistakes are seen as a chance to
learn. To teach these methods, Klandt and Volkmann (2006) suggest formats that should be
used include management games, project seminars, case studies, and guest talks. In a

commentary, Hargadon (2010) posits that some of the ways to make students more
entrepreneurial is to make sure they connect and sell their ideas, and use the "think/do" cycle
by building and testing ideas. Carland and Carland (2010) suggest that entrepreneurial learning

methods should be more centered on the student and action-oriented
How are entrepreneurs prepared for the real world? Heinonen (2007) suggests that
courses in the curriculum include onesthat prepare budding entrepreneurs forchaftg€, build

self-confidence and creativity, and use an innovative approach to problem solving. lt is quite
clear that the general consensus is to develop teaching methods that are interactive, hands on,

and have a continuously evolving curriculum. Lautenschlager and Haase {201L} insist that the
method should include a chance for individual students to have an opportunity to develop their

own ideas. They go on to say that the methods should evoke stimulation in problem solving,
problem recognition, and creative thought. Students should become active learners and not be
taught by lectures. Entrepreneurs should be taught by two way interactive discussions.
According to Lautenschlager and Hasse (2O11), this can be accomplished by collecting

information online and in the library. The main goal of all educators should be to promote and
stimulate the entrepreneurial spirit in all their students. According to Greene and Rice (2007),
growing concern in the field of entrepreneurial education is the fear of becoming stagnant.
Becoming complacent can become a danger among faculty as well as the entrepreneurs. The

a
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level of energy and excitement needs to be maintained in order for the continued success of

education of entrepreneu rs.
What other obstacles are seen in the development and continuation of entrepreneurial
education? Can a course in entrepreneurship be taught online? ln order to answer this
question, one should look at the methods of online teaching and compare it to what is essential
in the success of classroom teaching. Teaching entrepreneurs is an evolving, continuously
changing curriculum that needs to meet the needs of the student. Core subjects should be

adjusted after each semester in order to accommodate the changing environment of running
business.

a

Atrue and clearevaluation of the students will determine the successof the course.

ln essence the online courses can be a success if the professor ensures that the internet is

utilized to its fullest capabilities. Bygrave and Zacharakis (2004) point out that the internet
cannot be ignored and using itcan open upthe doorsto an array of valuable information. The
most comprehensive and up-to-date information will enhance any learning experience. The

internet phenomenon is changing the way people conduct business. There is no reason why the
educational world cannot use it to teach entrepreneurship. What method should be used
teaching entrepreneurs through the web?
a

Make sure entrepreneurs know where and how to utilize tools that will enable them

to find the answers needed to start and maintain a business.
a

Make sure they are monitoring blogs and forums that meet their interest.

o

Keep interest high by introducing information

generic.
o

Keep students focused on their interest.

that is relevant to each individual, not
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a

Keep students mentally active by creating online games that spark their creative

minds.
I

The use of web cams and online meetings will enhance roundtable discussions.

Timmons (L999) states "The three outstanding characteristics of entrepreneurs are that they
are fast, focused, and flexible" (p.390). Julian E. Lang's research in Bygrave and Zacharichas
(2004) insists that professors should keep these characteristics in mind and allow the course of

entrepreneurship to evolve while it is being taught. Whitford, (2010) reminds us that the
teaching methods that seem most suitable for entrepreneurs are those where the students
work hands-on rather than hearing lectures. What are some of the limits in entrepreneurial
education? Matlay (2005) points out that the progress of entrepreneurial studies is hard to
assess due to the fact

that there is great variety in the definition.

How are entrepreneurs taught? The methods have to respect entrepreneurial

characteristics. Many entrepreneurs are multi-taskers and, therefore, should be working on
several projects at one time. Harvesting the creative thought process is essential in ensuring

stimulation of ideas and should be constantly monitored. This can be done through creative

thought games and analytical games. Playing chess or coming up with an improved design for
blender are good ways to enhance stimulation. Most institutions that teach entrepreneurship
should do so in a classroom environment. Online courses may be inadequate and less

productlve. The reason for this is the fact the professor cannot read the students' expressions
and body language through typed words. lt is important to adjust coursework and keep the
pace of the course in line with the students'abilities. This could even mean splitting the class

into groups. Some may be further ahead in the creative thought process, while others have

a
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experienced risk taking more than the other students. lt is essential that the courses do not
become boring but are fast paced. Simulations can be considered old school, while actuality is
king. lf possible, put the class in charge of the campus coffee shop or similar activity. This

method will bring reality to the subject and real Iife stresses and risk to the situation. Every
business is different, and a course in entrepreneurship cannotteach everysituation

that may

occur in running a business. It does not matter what business is set up; most have common
issues that need

to

us

to be taught. Carland and Carland (2010) state it best: "Research has indicated

that the traditional approaches to curriculum design and the traditional pedagogica!

approaches do not work for entrepreneurs" (p. 40). So what curriculum design will work?
Study of Curriculum Design used for Teaching Entrepreneurs

When developing a curriculum for potential entrepreneurs, one must look at the set of skills
needed to becoming a successful entrepreneur. Carland and Carland (20L0) found that the skills
an entrepreneur should master include "skills supporting the inception and germination

of

ideas, the recognition of opportunities, the planning, the creation, the growth, and the

harvesting or succession of entrepreneurial organizations" (p. 45). The curriculum should be
designed around sharpening these skills. Course design should be centered on the fact that

entrepreneurs have to be multi-taskers and able to wear many hats. They do not have the
luxury of having an accounting department, human resource department, and a legal

department. It is for this reason they need training in all areas in order to recognize that there

is

a potential issue that needs attention. Carland and Carland (2010) stipulate that in today's

approach to business education, core courses are considered a critical part of the teaching

method, an emphasis integra! to the Harvard model introduced in 1979 ( Nelson, 1990). Cheney
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(1989) suggests that core courses be replaced by interdisciplinary courses. Carland and Carland
(2010) suggest that the reason for interdisciplinary courses is because entrepreneurs face a lot

of ambiguity and uncertainty when starting a business. Knowing a little about a lot is key to
running a successful business. The reason for this change is the fact that professors may be too
specialized to teach general courses (Carland and Carland 2010). The top 10 entrepreneurial
schools of 2A12 according to U.S. News and World Reports are as follows

1.

Babson College

2

lndiana University - Bloomington

3

University of Southern California

4

U

5

Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology

5

University of California - Berkeley

7

University of Arizona

I

Syracuse University

I

University of Texas - Austin

niversity of Pennsylvania

10. University of Michigan

-

Ann - Arbor

(Entrepreneurial Rankings, 2OL2l.
These colleges and universities demonstrate a commitment to entrepreneurial studies and

include an array of topics within the curriculum. ls the curriculum matching up with what
entrepreneurs say is needed? The following list, put together by e-web. is other schools with
organized entrepreneurial programs.
Schools with Organized Programs (and Key Contact Person and nature of degree offered where
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Hotlinks where possible)

'

Carnegie-Mellon - Portugal (Ph.D. in Technological Change & Entrepreneurship)

a

EPFL (Marc

a

European Doctoral Program in Entrepreneurship (Joaquim Verges) [Ph.D. in

Gruber) [Entrepreneurship and Technology Commercialization

]

Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management]
I

lnstituto de Empresa [Ph.D or DBA in Strategy, lnternational Management &
Entrepreneurshipl

t

University of Louisville (Jim Fiet) [Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship]

a

McGill University [Ph.D. in Management with a specialization in lnternational
Entrepreneurship]

I

Oklahoma State University (Michael Morris) [Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship]

t

Regents University [PhD in Ogranizational Leadership - Entrepreneurial Leadership

Majorl

.
a

Stockholm School of Economics (Carin Holmquist) [Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship]

University of the !ncarnate Word (Patricia Watkins)[Ph.D. in lnternational Education &
Entrepreneurship]
University of lllinois - Chicago (Gerry Hills) [Marketing with a concentration in
Entrepreneurshipl

a

University of Western Ontario (Eric Morse) [Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship]

a

Saint Mary's University of Minnesota (Thomas Marpe, Ed.D.)

What can be expected by looking at these colleges and course offerings? First,
similarities in the course material will be reviewed. Programs will not be critiqued but
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courses will be reviewed that seem to assist in the development of entrepreneurs.
Johnson Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation at lndiana University Bloomington
was reviewed. Fortune magazine 2010 rated this school as the number one

entrepreneurial school in the United States. While many of the courses focused on
international studies, several courses were found that honed in on the core subject matter.
These courses titles include: Cnsls Management; Turnaround Management; Power and

Persuasion; lnfluence and Negotiotions. All are important subjects. The last course title
seemed to include too many key skills to be taught in one class. Oklahoma State School of

Entrepreneurship seems to have the most to offer both in substance and design. They
focus on being creative through a course called /magination They concentrate on product

development, and they have discussions on issues that face entrepreneurs through

a

course called Dilemmas and Debates. At the Regent School of Global Leadership and

Entrepreneur, the one course that stands out is Communications and Decision Making.ln
this course, students collect data and Jearn analytical techniques. The most-hands on
schoo! is the Whitman School of Management at Syracuse University. Here, students team
up

with local business and organizations and work together and learn from each other.

North Carolina's Kenan-Flagler Business School adds another dimension to the education
of entrepreneurs. They have courses entitled So/eE Financial Deols, and Sfrategic
Transactions, Launching a Compdny, Product Development and

/Veg

otiations. lt is known

that there are many variations to the word entrepreneur and thus many variations to the
courses offered. What is not known is the correlation between what is taught and what
may be needed to become a successful entrepreneur. The Forcht Center for
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Entrepreneurship at the University of Louisville focuses primarily on economic theory,
psychology, statistics, and mathematical statistics. This emphasis seems to prepare

students for the study and analysis of entrepreneurship rather than actually preparing
them for starting a business or formulation and implementation of ideas. The curriculum
does touch on the pricing and contracting aspects of product and supplies but itseemsto
indulge too heavily on theory rather than practicality. Linear statistics and hypothesis

thinking seems to fit better in the analytical study of entrepreneurship rather than in

a

curriculum for teaching individuals to become entrepreneurs. The attempt by some of
these universities to help students obtain a master's or doctorate in entrepreneurship is
sometimes hindered by too much focus on the intricate way of obtaining the degree rather
than focus on the subject itself. ln other words, some curriculum is focused on the
research rather than on the subject itself. One of the most intriguing entrepreneurship
programs is at Saint Mary's University of Minnesota, Winona Campus. I recently traveled

to Winona, Minnesota, to experience firsthand Saint Mary's entrepreneurial educational
program. At this university, they not only have an entrepreneurial store called Cardinal
Corner, they also have a contest called "elevator pitch competition" ( which is derived

from the Kabara lnstitute for Entrepreneurial Studies) that is similar to the television series
"Sharks". ln this competition, the participant has to create an idea for an event or

fundraiser. Then he/she pretends to be in an elevator for 60-90 seconds with a person who
can make the idea a reality. The participant has to use this time to convince the person to

support the idea. The judges consider four key factors when evaluating the entry.
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L.

Business Concept - Looks at creativity, feasibility, and whether the concept is

able to fill the identified need.

2.

Content of the Speech - Does the contestant clearly identify themselves and the
company or event? Do they communicate the "big idea," mission and market
niche. Do they ask for assistance and clearly present follow-up details?

3.

Delivery - Does the contestant use good eye content and do they demonstrate

confidence and have energy? Rate of delivery and articulation are also
considered. (The contestant may not use notes).

4.

Overall Effectiveness - Does the person want to buy the idea based on the

presentation?
All students are encouraged to participate, and a formal business plan is not needed. The other

part of the Saint Mary's University entrepreneurial program that is fascinating is the Cardinal
Corner store. This store is operated by the students and all decisions are made by the students.
They perform tasks that include scheduling of employees work hours, purchasing, accounting,

product display, store layout, etc. ln essence the students are running their own business and

their successes and failures have consequences. This is the best entrepreneurial learning
experience researched for this paper. The final analysis of Saint Mary's University

entrepreneurial program is based on the course subject matter. They focus on small business
and e-business. lt is quite evident that this university is on the cutting edge of entrepreneurial

training.
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Recommendations based on Research
What is known about entrepreneurs? According to Morris (2011) entrepreneurs share
common traits, and their biggest barriers are funding, people and know-how. Entrepreneurs are
fast paced multi-taskers who never look at where they have been-- just where they are going.
They like to be hands on and in control. They are confident, in good health, and do not dwell on

failure. According to Morris (2011) their ambition is to make a difference in society coupled

with the need to help others. Ethics and morality play major roles in their decision making. The
need for freedom and control of their own destiny far outweigh any risk they may encounter.

When one teaches entrepreneurs, the method used should be hands-on and with the student

atthe center.The learning process should involve the collection of ideas from a group

as

well as

the individual. The courses should be defined in great detail and the curriculum and method of
teaching should match their characteristics. Online teaching of entrepreneurs can prove to be
very difficult but should not be ruled out. The material should be broad subject and simplified.
Details of any one subject should be kept to a minimum. Learning a little about an array of
subiects is better than learning a great detail about a few subjects. As Horan (2007) suggests

entrepreneurs should focus on their vision, mission, objective, and strategy, when putting
together their business plan. He goes on to say that the idea of the plan should center on
brainstorming, research, focus, summarization, and feedback of the plan. The plan is crucial in
organizing the thoughts of an entrepreneur thus helping him/her to stay focused on the goal. A
business plan is only as good as the day it was created. lt is necessary for the banks, but it is

only an ever changing strategy for the entrepreneur. ln the fast paced world of
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entrepreneurship, the business plan can be outdated the day after it is completed. This being
said, the plan should be a continuous working and changing guide tool and not a concrete plan.

Teachers of the entrepreneur should not be specialized but have a well-rounded

education. Teachers should have some knowledge of economics, business administration,
communication, marketing and advertising, negotiations, and business psychology, Experience
in the field is just as important as being hook smart. Updating course material is crucial

to meet

the times. Understanding the history of entrepreneurship gives the student a rounded
understanding of their quest. Utilization of modern tools better prepares the student to be
updated and current. These findings are just a few of the acknowledgements needed to better
serve the student who is striving to be a successful entrepreneur.

A Plan

After researching methods used in teaching entrepreneurs and after reviewing
countless college and university curriculums on the subject of entrepreneurship, it has been

determined that the following course subjects should be a part of the program in orderto
effectively prepare people for the entrepreneurial world. The objective here is to create
courses that incorporate the entrepreneurial process and create the "how", "what", "why" of

teaching entrepreneurs. According to Goodwyn (2008) possible approaches include, "Giving the
students leadership responsibility for course outcomes, have a real world aspect to the course,
allow students to share in evaluation of their own work, and demand originality, creativity,
innovation, while making it safe to make mistakes" (p. 5). Especially intriguing are Hargadon's
(2010) suggestions on how to make students more entrepreneurial. To do so Hargadon {2010}
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describes seven lessons that are being taught at the Center for Entrepreneurship at Davis
Graduate School of Management. These seven lessons are as follows:

L. Don't invent. Connect. - Don't just worry about inventing new ideas or products but
rather about taking existing ideas and products and making them better.

2.

The network is the innovation. Thomas Edison did not invent the light bulb;

Humphry Davy did back in 1800. Edison built the first network of investors,
manufacturers, salesmen, and installers to put light into our homes.

3.

Mind the intersections. Mind the need and the cost. Leather shoes are great but if
they cost

$S,OOO.O0

a pair, no one will buy them.

4.

Consider the "think/do" cycle. Learn by doing and rapidly test ideas.

5.

Sell your ideas. Everyone sells something in

product-- everyone

their Iife; either themselves or a

sel ls.

6.

Know what you don't know. Tune in and listen to customers.

7.

Know what you know. Develop and carry out goals and objectives. Learn to state

them out loud in a 30-second description. (Hargadon,2010)
These lessons should be integrated in the core curriculum of entrepreneurship training.

Entrepreneurs should be taught with eight key core subjects and these key core subjects
should be taught in order.

1.

Creative thinking: How to stimulate the idea, work the idea, and mold it into

a

successful business.

2.

Developing a business plan: How to write a short and concise working document

that will be used as a road map for running a successful business.
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3.

Accounting and financing: How to read and understand a profit and Ioss
document and balance sheet.

4.

Selling: Every entrepreneur needs to learn selling. Entrepreneurs need to sell

their idea to others or teach a sales force to sell the idea. Either wdy, selling

is

crucial,

5. Negotiations and persuasion:

Preparing the entrepreneur for making sound

business deals and understanding contracts.

6.

Marketing and advertising: The when, where, and why of advertising and the
cause and effect of smart marketing.

7.

Effective organization and management skills: Learning how to handle multiple
issues at one time. Organizing time and how to delegate authority.

8.

Leadership: How to be an effective servant leader and authentic leader.

lntegrated within these subjects should be case studies and the history of entrepreneurs. The
study of James Cash Penney, Madam C. J. Walker, Sam Walton, Steve Jobs, and Walt Disney

would be good examples:
lmplementing and Evaluating the Plan
How should entrepreneurs be taught? To answer this question, the focus should be
placed on the key ingredients in the makeup of an entrepreneur. Those who are aspiring to be
an entrepreneur and those who already are an entrepreneur need to be looked at. There are

bad entrepreneurs and there are good ones, much like the fact that doctors are made not born
and the fact that there are good doctors and bad, Just because one passes all the courses does

not mean he/she will succeed. To contribute to this argument, educational institutions should
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consider concentrating on the core reasons for entrepreneurial interest. These reasons include
a desire

to help others, a passion for

a cause,

the motivation to make more money, and the

harvesting of creative ideas. To accomplish this, the courses might focus on the development of

these reasons. How is this done?
a

Understand each student's desires and motivations.

a

lndividuaJize and monitor each student individually not as a group.

I

Log the students' thoughts and help

f

Direct the conversation toward each individual's goals and not as a group.

a

Use the group as

them harvest their ideas.

the consultant base, but be careful that the group does not

discourage the idea.
I

Make sure everyone in the group signs a non-disclosure form so that ideas are

free flowing without the threat of someone stealing the idea. {A confidentiality
agreement should also be signed so that participating members do not have the
fear of disclosure from the company at which they currently work).
a

Harvest the knowledge from veteran entrepreneurs or experienced
professionals.

According to Fayolle and Gailly (2008), teaching entrepreneurship "enables individuals

to develop their talents and creativity, to achieve their dreams, to acquire more independence
and a certain feeling of freedom" {p.5). These goals are important when teaching

entrepreneurship. This is what parents try to develop when guiding their children through the
teen years of life. There should be a balance between helping, guidinE, dnd doing the work for

them. For example, if you always do the work for them, then the creative process diminishes
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of helping could result in loss of interest or negative attitude. Too much guidance can

become irritating and could contribute to a lack of idea ownership and, thus, lack of interest.
The development of creative thought is crucial in the development of entrepreneurs. How can

this be done? Leave all cell phones and computers at the door. Give each student Legos, Lincoln
Logs, and Match Box cars and let

them play with them for a while. Observe what they create

Next, put them into groups and give them each 50 2"x4" pieces of 20 # paper and tell them to
create the tallest structure they can within a 10-minute time frame. This exercise allows each
person to work his/her entrepreneurial thought process in a group setting. This teaches group

cooperation and group think. These are just few suggestions of many in the development of
creative thought.
The second phase in the curriculum of entrepreneurship should focus on conditioning

the individual for the rugged journey of entrepreneurship. Much like a runner trains and
conditions for a marathon, an entrepreneur should be conditioned to take the journey. This
should include the handling of stress, taking care of physical health, understanding mental wellbeing, continued development of common sense, morality and ethics. Here the focus is on the
de-risking of an idea. Work the idea until it becomes manageable to implement and finance.
The third phase could focus on the technological tools, reading and understanding budgets,

how to become a salesperson, multi tasking, leadership training, and negotiating.
Future Steps

What better way to understand entrepreneurship than to analyze how entrepreneurs
implemented and created their companies during the great depression. Goodwyn (2009)
suggests that a curriculum on entrepreneurship should include the study of the economics of
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entrepreneurship during the Great Depression. Goodwyn (2009) also believes that the studies
should include the characteristics and patterns of behavior in entrepreneurs. To compliment

the behavior of an entrepreneur, one should also consider teaching entrepreneurs how to dea!
with stress and anxieties. ln other words, the entrepreneur should have a good understanding
of his/her inner psyche and the ability to see whether he/she possesses the characteristics
helpful in thinking like an entrepreneur. The course should not be used to determine who is or
who is not an entrepreneur
Solving the Problem
ls

there a problem in the way colleges and universities are teaching entrepreneurs? The

answer is dependent on who was taught where and with what method. Instead of taking the

critical approach to answering this question, this paper has designed courses to be included in

a

program utilizing the research collected through 20-years of entrepreneurial experience.
Analyzing what colleagues have suggested and what scholars have recommended, the following

are recommendations for teaching entrepreneurs. The program and course design is structured

to set the stage from the beginning to end of the entrepreneur's journey. This concept is a lot
like teaching a baby to crawJ before you teach them to walk. The process will begin with the

creation and implementation of ideas and end with sustaining a thriving business. The methods

for teaching entrepreneurs will begin with round table discussions, keeping journals of
progress, analyzing case studies and end with the experience of running a business. The courses
should be taught in a fast paced, energetic fashion while giving individualized attention to each

student. The following is a recommended course structure along with the course objective and
course content and organization:
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Recommended Course Curriculum for Entrepreneurship Program
It is recommended that the courses be taken in the order presented:
Co u

rse:

C

reative

Th in ki ng

Course Objectives: This course is designed

to initiate and harvest entrepreneurial ideas. lt

involves researching the market and analyzing potential competitors. This course will review
and analyze products that have been successful and products that have not been successful.
Every class member will be required to sign a non-disclosure and confidentiality agreement.
Course Content and Organization: ln the beginning of this course, students will explore how to

sustain creative thought. They will play several games that will stimulate the creative thought
process. They wilJ examine products as well as several retail stores to see how they might

improve on products and product placement. Research will be done to determine product need
and competitors place in the market. The students will be taught how to make an idea a reality

that will become the best product, at the best price, and with the best service.
Course: Business Plan Development
Course Objective: This course

will teach how to put an idea down on paper. Students will

develop a working business plan and learn how to make common sense business decisions. This
course will study past entrepreneurs to understand the reasons for their success. Students will

know what the banks Iook for in assessing issuance of business loans. This course will also
introduce helpful resources that can assist the students with starting a business.
Course Content ond Organization: This course will examine the differences in corporations: C-

Corp., S-Corp, L.L.C's, or Sole Proprietor. Either a simple working business plan or a more

complicated plan for bank financing will be developed. Lecturers will be brought in from banks
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so

the students are clear about what to expect when applying for a loan. The class will visit and

analyze several organizations that can assist small businesses in their development. These

organizations include but are not limited to: The Better Business Bureau, Small Business
Administration, and Secretary of State. The history of entrepreneurs will be studied from Sam
Walton and Henry Ford to Walt Disney.
Course: Finance and Accounting:
Course Obiective: This course will introduce the students to the basic principles of accounting.

Cannon (2005) talks about one of an entrepreneur's strategies being, "Know and cover all of

your costs, keep the breakeven point from moving upward, your customers will accept a higher
price as long as it is accompanied by superior product and service, and do not over price the

commodity" (p. 56). ln this course the focus will be on these strategies as well as providing
valuable insight into the study of profit and loss statements, cash flow, and projections. This
course will form common sense by assessing cost versus need.
Course Content and Organization: This course will analyze data and become familiar with de-

risking. Students will master the vocabulary in accounting, financial statements, flow charts,

and reports. They will examine creative ways of funding the idea or business. They will explore

the art of trade, fundraising, and financing. This course will introduce the

cJass

to the pros and

cons of the different business models. Several businesses for sale will be analyzed to determine

whether they can be bought for the right price, continue to make a profit, or weigh the worth
of the investment. The difference between using one's own money in the venture versus using
someone else's money will be analyzed. The students will be introduced to an accountant for

a
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better understanding of business taxes and finance. This course will teach the difference
between gross sales and profit
Course: Art of Selling
Course Objective; This course

will examine the principles of good salesmanship. Students will

get a better understanding of how to effectively communicate an idea to the interested party.
They will develop key talking points on the subject and learn how to overcome objections. They

will master the art of persuasion while maintaining integrity and ethics.
Course Content and Organization; Selling is essential

to becoming

a successful entrepreneur.

Entrepreneurs are selling products or ideas to potential vendors or employees and therefore
should master the art of sales. This course analyzes marketing data and teaches the key words

to use in making

a sale. Students

will learn the art of persuasion while being honest and ethical.

This course helps identify key verbal and non-verbal communication. The course teaches how

to keep and maintain

a successfulsales force by keeping

them motivated and excited about

what they are selling. The course will also emphasize building business relationships and
organizing a database of customers.
Cou rse:

Negotiations and Persuasion

Course Objective: This course concentrates not on how one makes money but on how one

spends it. The course teaches the fundamentals of negotiating everything from rent to buying
supplies and how to master the buying of your daily needs to operate.
Course Content and Organization: ln this course, negotiating a buying price for several items

will be explored. Students will learn how to search competitive prices while maintaining

a

quality product. Theywill also learn that everything is negotiable until the word "no" is heard.
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The class will also learn how to get to the right people who can make the decisions on price

reduction. This course will review rental and purchase agreements and determine which makes
business sense. The students will analyze cost saving measures from buying in bulk to direct

shipping techniques. They will review all accounts payable items on the balance sheet to see

how much can be saved on the bottom line. Profit is not always about how money is made; it is
also about how money is spent.
Cou rse'.

Marketing and Advertising

Course Abjective: The focus of this course is to analyze different marketing techniques.

lnstruction will also focus on and review the effectiveness of various advertising mediums.
Students will learn how to effectively use various media outlets to market or advertise their
business or product. These outlets include internet, radio, direct mail, television, word-of-

mouth, etc.
Course Content and Organization: This course is designed

to help determine the best marketing

and advertising for an idea. Students will analyze data and ads to determine their effectiveness.
The students will look at ads from past Super Bowl all the way to present newspaper ads in

order to analyze the (R.O.l) Return on Investment. They will Iearn how to obtain free
advertising and publicity for a company or product. They will become familiar with shopping
patterns and color schemes. ln the end, the class will become familiar with how to create
effective advertising.
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Course: Operational Management/ Business Organization
Course Objective: This course

will introduce a broad array of subjects that pertain to running a

business. These subjects include business law, human resources, business ethics, and

independent-contractors versus employees. The course will teach organizational skills and
techniques that can be used to perform multi-tasking
Course Content and Organization: This course is designed to teach entrepreneurs how

to

handle the day-to-day operations of a business and how to remain focused while handling the
many affairs of running a business. Students will learn how to multi-task and delegate while still
keeping a finger on the pulse of the company. Students will be given many simulated issues that

they must deal with. These simulation situations may occur during all hours of the day or night.
Some issues will need immediate attention and action while others will need time to solve. A

journal will be kept to analyze how they handle these decisions. Other topics will include crisis
management and logistical problem solving, and leading by being an authentic and servant
leader.
Co u

rse: Entrepreneurial Leadership

Course Obiective: This course will concentrate on authentic leadership development. Students

will discover the power of influence and leading by ethical examples. They will also examine the
psychology of Ieadership to obtain a better understanding of how to lead while others want to
be led and leading with the characteristics of an authentic and servant leader.
Course Content ond Organization: This course will take a pragmatic approach

to leadership. lt

will focus on various leadership qualities and theories. lt will explore the characteristics of an
effective leader. lt will examine past Ieaders and present leaders to see why people follow
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them. Students will explore authentic leadership development and learn about the psychology

of leaders. Effective leadership is essential in the development of entrepreneurs; this course

will help students become effective leaders

as

well as servant leaders.

The evaluation of the effectiveness of these courses shall be monitored by journal entries at

the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the course. This evaluation through the keeping
of the journal will be helpful in adjusting topics within the main framework of the course. A

follow up survey to graduates will keep the course subject matter current with the times. Key
questions in the survey should include the following questions:

1.

What is the most challenging aspect of starting your own or running a business?

2.

What subject matter did you wish you had more knowledge of in helping you start or
run your business?

3.

What is the most important thing you learned that helped you run or start your
business?

4.

ln general terms, what challenges do you see you will face in the future while running

your business?
These questions will assist in the course evaluation.

Conclusions
This research has uncovered and highlighted several key aspects of entrepreneurship.

Through personal experiences and by researching the successes of other entrepreneurs, it

is

quite evident that there are common threads to success. These include but are not Iimited to
producing the best quality at the best price with the best service. Treating others how you

would want to be treated and helping others in the community with your rewards. Being
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engaged from your heart and having a passion to provide a service or product to others; not

falling victim to greed. Being mindful of where you once came from and learning from mistakes

but not dwelling on them. This is the entrepreneur's creed. Carland and Carland (2010)
summed it up best when they said, "Our calling is teacher, not reporter or historian. Our
purpose is to help others to know more than we, not less. Our challenge is to prepare for an

unknown future" (p. 53). This research paper has uncovered many key aspects of becoming

a

successful entrepreneur and that everyone is an entrepreneur in one way or another.
Entrepreneurs are multi-taskers who have the ability to solve many problems at one time. A key

ingredient to keeping the entrepreneurial spirit alive in people is to build confidence and to

limit the risk that may Iie ahead. Educators of entrepreneurs should be aware that courses
should be taught in a learner centered approach. Subject matter should be concise, to the
point, and continuously updated to keep up with the times. ln the end, educators, students,
and institutions should always keep an eye on the goal of igniting the engine that drives all
people to creative thought and innovation. ln the end, the drive to be an entrepreneur must
come from within and that drive must be steered by a passion and a profound desire to do well.
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